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POPPY HARLOW: One other thing that's very notable here is the same day that this was argued
in oral argument, the United Nations handed down that report warning of the damage of climate
change. If, in fact, this ruling does, Jeffrey, go against the EPA's power here, which we don't
know yet — we don’t know yet, but if it does, that significantly ties the Biden administration's
hands to regulating any of this. 

JEFFREY TOOBIN: You know, climate change is here regardless of what the Supreme Court
says, regardless of what liberals say, regardless of what conservatives say. Climate change is not,
you know, going to respond to politics. 

HARLOW: Yeah.

TOOBIN: It's going to respond to actual things that human beings do with regard to how we
regulate the environment. And, you know, that's — that’s why these — these cases matter so
much because climate change is proceeding, and the only issue is what, if anything, our
government is going to do about it.

(....)

10:07:44 a.m.
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JESSICA SCHNEIDER: So this is really a blow to the Biden administration and the EPA
moving forward on two fronts, and it impacts other agencies in how they'll regulate. 

HARLOW: Right.

SCHNEIDER: This is impacting the administration when it comes to the EPA saying that they —

HARLOW: Right.

SCHNEIDER: — can't broadly regulate power plants, but then agencies as well saying that if
there are these major questions that have political implications, broad economic implications,
that agencies basically won't be given carte blanche to regulate here. 

HARLOW: It’s —

SCHNEIDER: So, this is a really major takedown of the administrative state here, Poppy. 

HARLOW: — it is a major takedown of the administrative state, Jessica, because it goes way



beyond the EPA.

(....)

10:10:08 a.m.
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TOOBIN: No one should be confused. This — this — this decision is a defeat for the Biden
administration. 

HARLOW: Yes.

TOOBIN: It's a defeat for the regulatory agencies.

HARLOW: Yep.

TOOBIN: It is a defeat for the cause of limiting climate change, but it's not quite as bad a defeat
on climate change. 

(....)

10:10:40 a.m.
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HARLOW: So, Renee, talk to people about the actual implications of this given the same day
oral argument happened in this case, the U.N. came out with this climate report and said any
further delay in addressing climate change will miss a brief and closing window of opportunity to
secure a livable, sustainable future for all. 

RENEE MARSH: And really, you know, as we listen to this opinion and what it means for the
EPA, I mean, I think just regular folks who are watching at home, how this impacts us, this
ruling will impact many people's lives because this is happening in the context of climate change
here, now. We have seen the flooding. We have seen the heat waves. We have seen the 22-year
mega-drought out west. We have seen the longer, more intense wildfire season, and this is just
the beginning as it relates to climate change. And we also know it is not with — it is not
debatable that high concentrations of greenhouse gases contribute to the warming of the planet.
And what this ruling does is it takes away the most effective tool for the EPA to curb those
greenhouses gases and that is emissions from these power plants. Power plants are the second-
largest source of these greenhouse gases. And so, I said this yesterday and I’m going to say it
again. It's curbing the EPA's ability to regulate power plants and the emissions that come from
power plants is like saying you can cut the grass but we're taking away your lawnmower, so — 

HARLOW: Wow.

MARSH: — get out your scissors, EPA. The EPA has been — has had this posture that they will



find ways to continue to curb greenhouse gases, but I have to say this is — it makes it just very
difficult for them to do this job of curbing these gases in such a dramatic way that scientists have
been sounding the alarm that we need to do and not like over the next 25 years, like, right now.
And so, this makes it more difficult. And Poppy — 

HARLOW: Yeah?

MARSH: — the one other thing I want to mention is just the idea of giving this authority to
Congress. I mean, we have seen what that — what that looks like and we have seen what that
means. Just look at the Biden administration's climate legislation. It has been stalled within
Congress. 

HARLOW: That — yeah.

MARSH: So this idea of giving Congress the authority to me is the equivalent of not doing
anything —

HARLOW: Anything.

MARSH: — because you certainly have seen that there's not enough political will there to get
that sort of drastic and dramatic regulation over the line, Poppy.

HARLOW: That is such a good point.

(....)
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HARLOW: Because Congress isn't acting on these big issues, major questions, the — the Court's
word is the final word. I mean, Congress does have the ability to codify an abortion right, for
example. Congress does have the ability to explicitly say the EPA can regulate on issues of
climate change. It just hasn't acted. 

TOOBIN: That's the point. I mean, you know, that's a feature, not a bug. The reason
conservatives in the Federalist Society want to limit — you know, want to push these doctrines is
because they know that Congress is not going to be able to pass these laws. So when — when the
Court says it's up to Congress to address climate change —

HARLOW: They know. 

TOOBIN: — what they are really saying is we don't want climate change addressed because what
we know is Congress is not going to address it. So, I mean, that's what's really going on here and
that's the real significance of these opinions when — when —



HARLOW: In this moment. 

TOOBIN: — in this moment, and especially when it comes to the climate because the climate is
an international crisis, and when the Court says the only agency that has the expertise and ability
to address climate change can't do it, it means that it will not be done by anyone — 

HARLOW: Yeah.

TOOBIN: — or any part of government. 

HARLOW: I mean, it was notable that even Justice Barrett in oral arguments, did concede and
did say, look, this climate issue really is in the wheel house of the EPA. Joan Biskupic, please
come in here and join us, please. I know you’re trying to juggle two cases, but can you just —
can we step back a moment? This is the last day of this term that has been so momentous in so
many ways. And if you — if you look at major questions here in this doctrine that has been used
three huge times by this Court this term to change the American way of life, frankly. 

JOAN BISKUPIC: You know, that is so true, Poppy. We’ve focused a lot on what this Court has
done to individual rights, especially with abortion, but another pattern of this Court has been
stripping regulatory authority from the federal government over here the environment, earlier
over the public health and safety with the OSHA ruling for vaccine requirements. Earlier, as you
mentioned, for the eviction moratorium. This is a major emphasis that the three Trump
appointees especially have been on, and now it — it will change all the rules going forward for
how regulatory agencies, which typically will have the expertise in certain areas — you know,
environment, public safety, labor issues, they will have the expertise that Congress lacks. And
they'll also, actually, be able to do something. We know that Congress has a hard time speaking
clearly. In this ruling today, John Roberts writes in the majority that Congress needs to speak
clearly, and it didn't hear and probably won't in the future, Poppy.

HARLOW: Right, because that is — that is not how it has worked through our history.

(....)
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TOOBIN [on the immigration ruling]: I mean, it is certainly a victory for the Biden
administration. It is a very small one compared to the mandating of the loss — 

HARLOW: Yeah.

TOOBIN: — in the Environmental Protection Agency case that was decided the same day.

(....)



10:26:15 a.m.
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HARLOW: Justice Kagan writes: “Whatever else this Court may know about, it does not have a
clue about how to address climate change. The Court appoints itself instead of Congress or the
expert agency as the decision-maker on climate policy. I cannot think of something more
frightening.” Talk about the big picture, David. This was, you know, two of five questions — of
five questioners today in the NATO press conference with President Biden asked about the
Supreme Court and — and —

DAVID CHALIAN: Yeah, and —

HARLOW: — you know, yeah he —

CHALIAN: — listen. You know —

HARLOW: — go ahead.

CHALIAN: — President Biden is an institutionalist at heart. I mean, that — that is what he is,
but he expressed a real concern about this current Court not sort of being in line with the views
of the American people. I will just say, for these two cases today, you note in the EPA case and
reading Kagan's dissent there. Poppy, when I saw this case come down, I was thinking back. You
will remember the famous expression that Barack Obama said he had his pen and his phone?
That's what he could rely on when Congress would not sort of bend to his will. And we have this
historically, closely divided Congress right now and what this ruling did was basically even limit
President Biden's pen ability, if you will, and really sort of put handcuffs on the Biden
administration to attack what is one of the major priorities of this presidency. I mean, he laid that
out in the campaign and he has laid that out as one of the major tenets of his entire presidency to
deal with climate change. 

HARLOW: So — 

CHALIAN: And he's restricted in doing so.

HARLOW: That’s a great point.

(....)
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SCHNEIDER: And so the Court here hampering the EPA's ability, but also casting larger
questions here, talking about the major questions doctrine and that when such broad implications
politically and in — with economics are at play, that maybe agencies don't have the power to
regulate with broad authority. 



HARLOW: Yeah.

SCHNEIDER: So this will probably, in addition to limiting the EPA's abilities here, this will
probably also spur a lot more litigation as — 

HARLOW: yeah.

SCHNEIDER: — to other agencies and exactly what they can do since the Court really casting
this big question here: How powerful are agencies? The Court here saying, with the EPA, in this
particular scheme, not powerful enough.

(....)

10:37:15 a.m.
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HARLOW: [T]he big question that Jessica put out there, which is exactly the right one, is what is
a major question now? And the major questions doctrine has now three times this term tied the
hands of agencies — 

STEVE VLADECK: Yeah

HARLOW: — like OHSA from being able to have a vaccine mandate, like the CDC from having
an eviction moratorium and now from the EPA to do things to mitigate climate change. Is this —
what — what isn't a big question? I mean, going forward, looking to next term, does the major
questions doctrine now dictate what agencies can and can't do? 

VLADECK: Poppy, the answer is yes, and I think it's not an overstatement to suggest that this is
a cataclysm for the modern administrative state, not necessarily because every question is a major
question, but because that can be litigated in every single case. You know, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture creates inspection standards for food plants. Is that a major question? We might
not think so, but if we're talking about beef, how many Americans consume beef? What a major
question, Poppy, is what a judge says it is and that opens the door for not just the Supreme Court,
but for lower Court judges now to turn around —

HARLOW: Right.

VLADECK: — and look at every single feature of federal administrative regulation and say, oh,
this delegation's not sufficiently specific because this is a major question. 

HARLOW: Right.

VLADECK: Poppy, knowing not only as Jessica says that there's gridlock in Congress, but
knowing that even an effective, functioning in Congress would never have time — 



HARLOW: Right.

VLADECK: — to answer these iterative questions. 


